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ABSTRACT
With the recent extension of camera applications, image ﬁltering is essential in image processing. Weighted median
ﬁltering is one of the image denoising method. The weighted median ﬁlter can be more useful for removing noise and
blurring correction; however, its computational cost is high. Halide is a domain-speciﬁc language for image processing.
By using Halide, we can easily optimize the code of image processing. In this study, we present weighted median ﬁlter
with Halide code. Experimental results show that we can easily write the weighted median ﬁlter code.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the recent extension of camera applications, image ﬁltering is essential in image processing, such as image
denoising and detail enhancement. Edge-preserving filtering is important for such applications, such as median filtering1
and its variants2,3, bilateral filtering4 and its acceleration methods4-9, non-local means filtering10, guided image
filtering11.12, domain transform filtering13, and recursive bilateral filtering14.
The most of these filters are categorized into finite impulse response (FIR) filtering and infinite impulse response (IIR)
filtering. These filters have some efficient ways to write efficient codes of FIR15-17 and IIR18 filtering. However, statistic
filtering, such as median filtering, has complex computing order; thus, optimizing the statistic filtering is hard. Median
ﬁltering1 is one of the statistic filtering for image denoising. The median ﬁlter replaces a pixel with the median value of
the pixel’s kernel. Also, weighted median ﬁltering2, 3 is an extension of the median ﬁlter. The ﬁlter had weights to each
pixel in the kernel for statistic computing values. The difference between the two ﬁlters is the removal capability of the
impulsive noise. The weighted median ﬁlter can be more useful for removing noise and blurring correction. The
drawback of the weighted median ﬁlter is its computational complexity.
Approaching the end of Moore’s law, CPU microarchitectures become more complex year by year; therefore, it is
difﬁcult to write programs suited to each execution environment. Halide is one of a solution to this problem. The
Halide20-23 is a domain-speciﬁc language (DSL) for image processing and a pure functional language but embedded in
C++. Halide code is modularized as algorithm parts and scheduling parts. By using Halide, we can easily optimize the
code of image processing by the modularization. In addition, the language is extended for recursive filtering 24 and
FPGA25.
In this paper, we focus on the statistic filtering of median filtering, and present algorithm parts of the median and
weighted median ﬁlter written in Halide. The implemented code is easy for us to write the weighted median ﬁlter code.
Also, only by adding the Halide scheduling code on this weighted median ﬁlter, we can efﬁciently parallelize the ﬁlter by
slightly modifying the code.

2. HALIDE
The Halide code is modularized as algorithm parts and scheduling parts. This makes the optimization of the Halide code
flexible. The algorithm parts show the image processing algorithm, and the scheduling parts reveal the computational
order and computational method, e.g., loop-unrolling, loop-interchanging, loop-fission/fusion, loo-splitting, loop
collapsing, tiling, vectorization, and parallelization.
Figure 1 shows the Halide code of 3×3 box ﬁltering. Func indicates equations and Var shows variables. “Func f”
represents an input image, and “Var x, y” show x and y coordinates of images, respectively. In the algorithm parts, we

horizontally average the input image f, and then vertically mean the averaged image. In the scheduling parts,
computational scheduling is deﬁned for each equation of Func by calling various class methods, e.g., tile, vectorize,
parallel, and compute_at. tile points image tiling, and the scheduling splits the image into 256×32 tiles. vectorize orders
vectorized computing with SIMD units, e.g., SSE and AVX, and this vectorizes pixels along the x loop. parallel shows
multi-thread computing with multi-core/thread CPU, and the scheduling parallelize along the y loop. compute_at
indicates how to memorize computed results, and we compute and memorize “Func blur_x” on x, y in ranged
computation of “Func blur_y” under the schedule. In the default schedule, no computation is memorized, i.e., all
functions are re-computed.

Func blur 3x3(Func f )
{
Func blur_x , blur_y;
Var x , y , xi , yi;
// algorithm part
blur x (x , y) = (f(x−1, y) + f(x, y) + f(x+1, y )) / 3;
blur_y (x, y) = (blur_x(x, y−1) + blur_x(x, y) + blur_x(x, y+1)) / 3;
// scheduling part
blur_y.tile (x, y, xi, yi ,256, 32).vectorize(xi, 8).parallel(y);
blur_x.compute_at(blur_y, x).vectorize(x, 8);
return blur_y;
}

Figure 1. Halide code of 3×3 box ﬁltering.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 2 shows the algorithm parts of the weighted median ﬁlter with bilateral filter’s weight3 written in Halide. Note
that we do not write the scheduling part in Fig. 2. “Var x, y” show x and y coordinates of images, “Var l” shows a
number of rows of a cumulative sum vector, and “Var xr, yr” show x and y coordinates of kernels for computation of the
bilateral weight. RDom(min, range) shows variables for putting update passes inside loops in the range of min to min +
range − 1. select is similar to the ternary operator in C language. If the ﬁrst argument is true, then return the second, else
return the third. d_gamma and c_gamma are smoothing parameters, and r is a kernels radius for computation of the
bilateral weight. An input image “Func I” is a grayscale image.
At first, we compute a bilateral weight in maskVals under the declaration of variables. Next, we generate histograms with
a horizontal axis as pixel data and vertical axis as a rate. And compute the total sum of histogram in hist_sum and the
cumulative sum of each histogram in hist_cumsum. Median values equal to pixel values R2 of cumulative sum over a
half of the total sum at ﬁrst. Therefore, the weighted median ﬁlter is generated with R2 as median values. Finally, “Func
median” is computed in the range of width × height by implementing “median.realize(width, height)”. The function call
Halide compiler and run the part of Halide code. When we determine the specific scheduling of this filter, we will insert
the scheduling code before the function of “realize”. The effective scheduling of this filter will be shown in the next
section of experimental results.

Func bilateralWeight(Func& img)
{
// declaration of variables;
Func d_diff,c_diff,weight;
Var x,y,xr,yr;
float d_norm = -2 * d_gamma * d_gamma;
float c_norm = -2 * c_gamma * c_gamma;
// algorithm part
d_diff(xr, yr) = exp((xr * xr + yr * yr) / d_norm);
c_diff(xr, yr, x, y) = exp(pow(abs(img(x, y) - img(x+xr, y+yr)), 2) / c_norm);
weight(xr, yr, x, y) = d_diff(xr, yr) * c_diff(xr, yr, x, y);
// scheduling part
return weight;
}
Func weightedMedianFilter(Func& I)
{
// declaration of variables;
Func maskVals, hist, hist_sum, hist_cumsum, median;
Var x, y, l;
RDom R(-r, 2*r+1, -r, 2*r+1), R1(1, 255), R2(0, 255);
// algorithm part
// computing bilateral weight
maskVals(xr, yr, x, y) = bilateralWeight(I)(xr, yr, x, y);
// updating histogram
hist(l, x, y) = 0;
hist(I(x+R.x, y+R.y), x, y) += maskVals(R.x, R.y, x, y);
hist_sum(x, y) = sum(maskVals(R.x, R.y, x, y));
hist_cumsum(l, x, y) = hist(0, x, y);
hist_cumsum(R1, x, y) = hist(R1, x, y) + hist_cumsum(R1-1, x, y);
// getting median value
median(x, y) = -1;
median(x, y) = select(median(x, y) < 0, select(hist_cumsum(R2, x, y) > hist_sum(x, y) / 2, R2, -1), median(x, y));
// scheduling part
// compiling or running Halide code. Scheduling part are inserted here
median.realize(wid, hei);
return median;
}

Figure 2. Implementation of weighted median ﬁlter in Halide.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiment, we show the effectiveness of the Halide for weighted median filtering. In the weighted median ﬁlter,
the input image was 768×512 grayscale image. The parameters of the ﬁlter were r=2, d_gamma=100 and c_gamma=150.
CPU was Intel Core i7-7800 3.50 GHz compiled with Visual Studio 2017.
Figure 3 is the result of the weighted median ﬁlter against the salt and pepper noise image. We needed an hour to obtain
the result of the weighted median ﬁlter without scheduling parts, which is shown in Fig. 2. Accordingly, for fast
computation, we added scheduling parts. In Fig. 4, “compute_root” indicates that associated functions are computed all

once ahead of time. “reorder” swaps the order of variables to have the given nesting order. “update” is used to optimize
updated Func. In case of adding Figure 4, the computational time of the code was improved to 31ms. Besides, the code
length of the algorithm part was 45 lines, and the code length of the scheduling part was 10 lines.

(a) Original image.

(b) Add noise

(c) Weighted median

.

Figure 3. Result of weighted median ﬁltering: (a) The input image, (b) Corrupted (a) by spike noise, (c) The weighted median
ﬁltering result of (b).

Func bilateralWeight(Func& img)
{
// algorithm part
. . .
//scheduling part
distance_diff.compute_root().parallel(yr).vectorize(xr, 16);
}
Func weightedMedianFilter(Func& I)
{
// algorithm part
. . .
//scheduling part
hist.compute_at(medianVals, y).vectorize(x, 16).update(0).reorder(R.x, x, R.y, y).vectorize(x, 16);
hist_sum.compute_at(medianVals, y).vectorize(x, 16);
hist_cumsum.compute_at(medianVals, y).vectorize(l, 16).update(0).vectorize(x, 16);
medianVals.vectorize(x, 16).parallel(y).update(0).parallel(y).vectorize(x, 16);
}

Figure 4. Scheduling parts added to the code of Figure 2.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the weighted median ﬁlter with Halide code. By using Halide, we were able to easily write
the code. Only by adding Halide scheduling in the code, we improved computational time. In the effective scheduling
needed 10 lines, computational time of the code changed to 31 ms, we were able to efﬁciently parallelize the ﬁlter by
slightly modifying the code.
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